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SUMMARY 

An investigation of the effects&f tip-mounted jet-engine nacelles 
on the aerodynamic chsracterYstics of low-aspect-ratio rectangular and 
tapered-wings has been conducted using the transonic-bump technique. - 
The test Mach number was varied from 0.63 to 1.12 which corresponded to 
a test Reynolds number range of 1.6 million to 2.1 million for the rect- 
angular wings and 2.3 million to 3.1 million for the tapered wing. .- 

Generally, the effect of the tip-mounted nacelles was to increase 
the lift-curve slopes for the wings of aspect ratio 2 or greater with 
upper or lower mounted nacelles causing larger increases than syrmnetri- 
tally mounted nacelles. Significant increases in drag resulted from the 
addition of the nacelles on all the airfoils. Although the drag increases 
due to off-center nacelles were generally greater than the increases 
resulting from symmetrically mounted nacelles, the drag due to lift of the 
wings with off-center nacelles was less.. Substantially greater increases 
in drag were obtained for cambered airfoils when nacelles were mounted in 
the upper position than when they were mounted in the lower position. A 
slight destabilizing effect on all the airfoils resulted from the addition 
of the nacelles. 

. INTRODUCTICN 

One of the problems. srising from the development o? aircraft to fly 
at transonic and supersonic speeds is the selection of nacelle locations 
for housing jet engines, srmsment, and fuel. Numerous investigations have 
been made to show the relative merits of various nacelle locations on 
swept and unswept wings of low and-high aspect ratios. The.lsrge number 
of variables involved, however, indicate a continued need for additional 
testing. 
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The present tests. were undertaken to investigate through the tran- 
sonic speed rangetheeffect of-gp-mounted .jet naceqes. on the aero- - , .~_:~ .._& 
dynamic characteristics of low-aspe.ct-ratiq...win@;s. ,.-The. r-e++ includ<.l 
measurements of the lift, drag, and pltch+ng moment of several rectangular 

.._ z--e-i 
F 

wings with 63A-series sections and pne.ta~~~re~..~~.with.a.biconvex set: 
- 

tion. All the wings were tested.with the.nace.lJes mounted sytnmetr$.Ctiy. -.- TIz 
and, in addition, some were tested with the nacelles mounted in PosltioW _. 
below and above the tip. -- 
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u angle of attack, degrees. 

P air density, slugs per cubic foot 

cLa lift-curve slope measured at zero lift, per degree 

3 

drag due to.lfft, a+= -. _. 
. slope of curve of drag coefficient as a function 

hCL2 of CD2 

APPARATUS 

Wind Tunnel and Equipment 

P 

These tests were conducted on the transonic bump in the Ames 16-foot 
high-speed wind tunnel. The bump is described in detail in reference 1. 
The aerodynamic forces and moments were measured by means of an electrical 
strain-gage balance mounted within the bump. 

MODELS 

The combinations of wings and nacelle locations investigated are 
presented in table I. The plan forms and dimensions of the models and 
typical jet-nacelle positions sre shown in figures 1 and 2. A sketch of 
the nacelle with its ordinates is shown ti figure 3. 

The model nacelles were scaled from a nacelle 24.8 feetin length 
with a fFneness ratio of 7.44 which was proportioned to house an axial- 
flow turbojet engine with an afterburner. A scale factor based on a 
30,000-pound airplane with a wing loading of 60 pounds per square foot 
was used. Thus the dimensions of the nacelle varied with the size of the 
wing models. 

In the -symmetrical position, the nacelles were mounted at the wing 
tips with their center lines on the chordlines of the wings and in wing 
spsnwise'positions such that the wing spanswere the same as those of the 
wings alone._. In the lower and upper positions the nacelles were mounted 
with their center lines parallel to the wing chord line at the spanwise 
position of the symmetricaLLyqmounted nacelle. A wooden filler block 
separated the nacelle a mini&m distance of 0.010 foot from the. airfoil 
surface on sZLl the rectmgulsr wings of aspect ratio 2. Thus the vari- 
ations in camber and thickness caused slight differences in the nacelle 
height above or belowthe wing chord line. Photographs showing typical 
nacelle arrangements and'positions sxe shown in figure 4. 
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TESTS AND PROCEDURE 

Range of Test Variables 

. ..- 

1 

s 

The investigation was conducted over a..Mac.h< number. range-from- 
0.60 to 1.12. The.vsriation of Reynolds ntiber with Mach number forthe'. -"- 
rectangular and tapered wings is shownin figure 5. 
varied from -60 to-30'. 

Angle of attack was.. 
The maximum angle of attack for some of the . . wings was limited because of the bendingstress at the root.. 

Reduction of Data -.-. A= 

The test data have been reduced to standard NACA coefficient form. 
A tsre correction to the drag of the mode.& to accq&nt for the drag of 
the fence was evaluated-by cutting the wing off..flush with the fence. and . . . .' T-m 
testing the fence alone. The tare corrections applied-are given in 
table II. No attempt was made to evaluate or correct for interference L. .A-.-"-+ 
effects of the-fence on the wing or the effects of leakage around the T-- ; ----;,- 
fence . _.. _. _. - ~-._- 

A correction was applied.to we:of attack-and &%g'measurements .-- 
to account for cross flow over the bump. 

:. i. 

Faired plugs were installed on the-nose and tail of a nacelle 
mounted in the symmetrical position on a rectangulsr wing in an effort 
to determine whether the internal flow was appreciably affecting the 
minimumdrag. It was found that the minimum drag with the nacelle 
plugged was the. same as that obtained with Eiir flowing through the nacelle 
for all Mach numbers of the test. 1 -m-L 

The models mounted on the trsnsonic bump are in a local high-velocity 
region. Typical contours of local Mach number in the bump flow field 
are shown in figure 6. Outlines df the wings have been superimposed on 
these diagrams to indicate the Mach number gradients which exist across 
the wings during the tests. No attempt has been made to evaluate the 
effects of these gradients. The test Mach numbers presented in this 
report are the average Mach numbers over the wings alone: 

RESULTS AND DTSCUSSICN 

All the wings .and wing-n.acelle.combinn.tio@s were tested without a 
fuselage. The presence of a fuselage may alter somewhat the effects of 
the nacelles at tra&onic speeds due to a shock pattern that would be .. 

. -- 
-- 
. 
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produced; however, the degree of influence of-the shock-pattern on the 
effects of the nacelles would be dependent on the fuselage shape. 

Rectangular Wings 

Basic data.: The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of 
the rectangulsr wing of aspect ratio 2- having a 63~004 airfoil section 
are shown in figure 7. These data are given for the wing alone and the - 
wing plus the nacelle in the'symmetrical position to show typical examples 
of the basic data fromwhich the s ummary data presented in this paper were . . 
extracted. The summary plots sre presented in this report with Mach num- 
ber as the independent variable. This method of presentation was chosen 
to reduce the volume of data s.nd still present the aerodynamic chsracter- 
istics of most interest. The complete basic data and su~~sry data for 
all the rectsnguJar wings without the naceUes except the wings of aspect 
ratio 1.5'with symmetrical sections are given in references 2 and-3. 
Additional summary data for rectangular wings tith symmetrical sections 
including data for the wings of aspect ratio 1.5 can be found in refer- 
ence 4. 

Lift-curve slopes.- The variation of lift-curve slope with Mach num- 
ber for the rectangular wings is shown in figure 8. The values of.lift- 
curve slopes presented have been measured at a lift coefficient of zero. 
Although slight nonlisearities may exist in the lift curves of the wings 
of lower aspect ratios (references 2, 3, and 4), the value of zero lift 
coefficient was considered most-suitable-as a-basis for slope comparisons. 

Forwings of aspect ratio l-and 1.5 having NACA 63~002 and 63~004 
airfoil sections, the effect of adding the sjmmetrically mounted nacelle. 
appeared practically negligible throughout the &ach number rsnge 
(figs= 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d)). Adding the s=etricaUy mounted 
nacelles to the cambered airfoils generally appeared to decrease the 
lift-curve slope slightly for wings- with a thickness ratio of 2 percent 
and to increase the.slope for wings with a thiclmess ratio of 4 percent. 
The variation of lift-curve slope with I&h number for the wing-nacelle 
combination was sFmilar to that for the wing alone for the wings of 
aspect ratios-l and 1.5. 

Figures 8(e) and 8(-f) indicate that for an aspect ratio of 2-the 
lift-curve slope was generally increased throughout the Mach number range 
by adding the nacelles in either the upper, lower, or symmetrical posi- 
tions. An increase was also observed throughout the Mach number range 
for all the models with aspect ratios of 3 and 4 (figs. 8(g) and 8(h)). 
The largest increase in lift-curve slope, approximately 15 percent, 
occurred at Mach numbers above 1.0 for the 63AkOk airfoil of aspect 
ratio 2 with the-nacelles in the lower position. While this increase 
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was observed for the thickest and most highly cambered airfoil, trends + 
due to thickness or:c&n?3er were difficult to establfsh and &pear incense- - __ 
quential. The results indicate that of the three nacelle'positions, add- 
ing the nacelles in either the lower or.upper position generally caused :--.. -x-L-' 
the peatest increxsein lift-curve slope. _ 

Figure 9 shows the variation of the lift-curve slope with aspect 
ratio for:Mach numbers. from 0.60 through 1.08 for the rectangular wings:. 

.-.- .L 

with a 63~004 airfoil section. Data-s-r&given for the wing alone and 
for the wing plus the nacelle in the symmetrical and.lower &sitfons. -: 
The results indicate that at the lowest subsonic Mach number, the lift- _ 
curve slope of the.wing with or without the nacelles increased approxi- 
mately linearly as the aspect ratio was increased-from I to 4; At a 
Mach number of 1.08 a more rapid.tiCreaBe in lift-curve slope occurred - 
at the lower aspect-ratios than at the higher aspect ratios. The results _I I. 
also indicate that for thie airfoil at Mach numbers .below.l differences 
in lift-curve slopes due to the nacelles were greatest a-L.&i a6i--e&ratio -m-7 ~1:' 
of about 3.5, while at-Mach numbers above IL.-these differences'were great- 
est at an aspect rationear 2. -- , 1-- 

. 
Drag.- The-variation- of drag coefficient with Mach number for the - I-2. 

rectangular wings is shown in figure 10. for.lift coefficients of 0, 0.2, 
and.Cl.4.. -8ignificast increases in drag were ob.se.rved forall airfslls : 

~ -mm< 
_-. ..i 

when the nacelles were added The in&ementalYLncreases in drag coef- '-- . - 
ficient due to the addition of sjiiirmetr~c~~-~~~~~d-n~celles were rela- 
tively unaffected by variations in s&ig thickness ratio or-camber except 
for those wings cambered-for ideal lift coefficients of 0.4. Drag 
increases due to the nacelles were from 20 per&n-t to 50 percent less at '...., 
all lift coefficients-for the wings of aspect-IYatio i;.and'at -8 lift. I. A-- 

coefficient of 0.4 for the wLngs of aspect ratips J.5 and.?. - 
-., - 

For the uncambered airfoils of aspect raHo 2, .it_is .apptient [see 
figs. 10(m) through 10(r)) that 0-f the t&e-e &c.%pqsi.&ions. the __... . .._ 
symmetrically mounted nacelle generally.increased the drag the least an4 
the effects-of the lower snd.upper mounted naceJJ.e‘s were nearly aU..ke. .i- 
For the cambered airfails of aspect ratio 2, the effects of the lower 
and symmetrically mounted nacelles were.nes.rly alike and were substan- 
tially less than those of the upper nacelle. ..The fact that the off-. 
center posTtions-both result in higher drags than the centrally mounted 
nacelle at Mach numbers above drag divergence is probably due to a large 
extent ta the thictieas of the filler block used on these models between 
the wing and the nacelle. The increased~fronts.l srea. of the filler blocks 
may also be psrtislly.responsible-for hi'igher drags-of the off-center 
nacelles throughout the Mach number range. Since the drag increases 
caused by the lower nacelles mounted on the cambered airfoils were only s. 
slightly different thti those for the symmetricalposition, it is possfble, -- 
through cleaner nacelle installations on larger-scale models, that the 
drag increases' due-to-a lower nacelle may be no-&eater than those due to --. 
a centrally mounted nacelle. 

I- 
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. 

. 

Drag due to lift.- The variation with Mach number of a dkg-due-to- 
lift parameter (dC~/dc~~) is shown in figure ll. The psrsmeter is the 
slope of the linear portion of the curve of drag coefficient plotted as 
a function of list coefficient squared. The linearity range of the 
curves extended from about CL = 0.2 to CL = 0.5. The parameter is 

presented as a further indication of the effects of the three nacelle 
positions on the drag characteristics of the rectangulsr wings. With 
two exceptions (fig. 11(f)), the drag due to lift of the wing plus the 
nacelle in the symmetrical position was higher than that far the wing 
alone. Where these exceptions occur, the differences are relatively 
amall and probably within the.limits of accuracy of the data. On the 
other hand, for aspect ratios 1, 2, and 4, the drag due to lift of the 
wing plus the off-center nacelles was always less, regardless of Mach 
number, than that resulting from the symmetrical nacelles. In several 
cases of cambered wings with off-center nacelles (figs. U(e) and U.(f)) 
drag due to lift was less than that for the wing alone. Generally, it 
appears that the upper nacelle posftion resulted in the least drag due 
to lift except at higher Mach numbers for the wings with thiclmess ratios 
of 4 percent. ITbe differences in the effects .of the upper and lower 
nacelles in some cases sre not systematic, however, and are probably of 
little significance. 

Pitching moment.-' The pitching-moment characteristics of the rect- 
angular wings and Wing-nacelle combinations are presented in figure 12 
for lift coefficients of 0, 0.2, and 0.4. Changes in pitching-moment 
coefficient due to the addition of the symmetrical nacelle were small 

at CD=O. The zero-lift pitching-moment characteristics of those 
airfoils to which the off-center nacelles were attached indicated a 
positive increment-of pitching moment with the nacelle in the lower pogi- 
tian and a negative increment with the nacelle in the upper position 
(fig*- 12(d), z(m), 12(n), 12(o), 12(p), 12(q), 12(r), ad 12(t)). This 
is contrary to the effect that might be expected if the off-center nacelle 
drag were contribut%ng appreciably to the changes in pitching moment. 
However, calculations show that the changes in pitching-moment coefficient 
would be almost~insigri~ficant,~ resulting from the drag increases if they 
were assumed acting through the center of the nacaes. Apparently, then, 
this effect of the off-center nacelles on the pitching moment at zero-lift 
coefficient is caused by flow interference in the region of the wing tip. 

Some decrease in stability due to the symmetrically mounted nacelle r 
is indicated throughout the Mach number range by the increase in the dif- 
ference between the pitching-moment curves with and without the nacelle . 
with increasing lift. The-destabilizing effect appears to diminish with 
increase in aspect ratio-and becomes of little significance for aspect 
ratios-of 3 and 4. Effects on the stability of wings of aspect ratio 2 
due to-the off-center nacelles were about the same as the effects result- 
ing from the symmetrically mounted nacelle. The transonfc changes in 
pitching-moment characteristics of all the wing-nacelle combinations were 
generally similar to those of the wing alone; 
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Tapered Wing a. - _ 

The aerodynamic cheracteristics of the tapered wing with and without 
- 

the symmetrically mounted nacelle are ahown in figure 13. The effects of 
the symmetrical nacelle on the parameters 
as functions of'Mach number in figure 14. 

C!< and &@CL2 are presented :.IY-l 
The variation of drag coeffi- 

cient and pitching-moment coefficient with Mach number at lift coefficients 
of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 are presented in figures 15 and ~6. The data BhOW t&t 
a slight increase in lift-curve slope occurred -for all Ma&h number6 as a 
result of the additionof the s~ymmetrically~mo~ted naeefie. The drag at 
zero-lift coefficientwas a$sroxiihately doubkdthro;;;ghout the Mach number 
range by adding the nacelle', 'and-the incremental drag coefficient 
increased with increasing lift coefficient.. Thd6.fati-t was also indicated 
by the higher drag due' to Uft (&&CL2) which resulted from the addi- 
tion of the nacelle (fig. 14). From the pitching-moment characteristics 
(fig. 1% a destabilizing effect due to the symmetrical nacelle is Indi- 
cated that was small and relatively constant for ali Mach numbers of the 
test. .LI _. -.-. -. .--. . . 

For all the parameters-presented In this paper (except Cb at high 
Mach numbers) there is close agreement between the effects of the nacelle8 
on the tapered wfsg- and on the straightwing of the same aspect ratio, 
camber, and thickness ratio (A = 2, 6~004). 

CCNCLUDING REMARm 
.- 

An experimental Snvestigation of the longitudinal characteristics of 
thin-wing-nacelle combtiations having aspect ratios of I to 4 indicates 
that for the Mach number range of 0.60 to 1.12 the general effect of the 
nacelles was to increase the lift-curve slopes for the wings of aspect --- 
ratio 2 or greater. N$gligible. effect tie noted.for the tiinga tith aspect 
ratio6 of 1 and 1.5. The symmetr%aSLy m&in%ed~~ingkLp nacell& caused'- 
smaller changes in the-lift-curve slopes thanthe'off-center nacellee. 
Addition of the naceUes did not significantiyaffdkt the variation of 
lift-curve slope with Mach number in the transonic Mach number range. 

The addition of the nacelles resulted in significant increases in 
drag for all the airfoils. The of-f-center natieJ.lek generaily caused " 
greater increases in drag than the symmetrically mounted nacelles at.low 
lift coefficients; however, the drag due to lif!t of-the wings-with off- 
center nacelles was less. Substantially greater increases-in drag were. 
obtained for the cambered airfoils when the nac&Lels were mounted in the 
upper position than when they were mounted In the lower position. 
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The nacelles appeared to slightly reduce the longitudinal stability 
of all the airfoils. The effect of the nacelles on stability was about 
the s&me regardless of nacelle position. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett FLeld, Cal-if. 
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TABLE 1.; WINGS AND ~AcExux '~oN~INATIoNS irWm.llNb NAC~ LOCATIONS -- -' --r---; 
.- 

I 

Aspect 
ratio 

i 

1 
1*5 

I 
2 

I 
3 
4 
2 

Taper Wing 
ratio section 

1 63~002 

I 

63~402 
63~004 

63~202 gg -. T 

1 63~002..-. 

I 

63~202 
63~402 
63~204 63004 

63~404 
1 6 3Aoo2 

I 

63~202 
63~402 
63~004 
63~204 _ 
63~404 

1 63~004 
1 ] 63~004 

0.33 Icypercent- 

I 
thick cir- 
cular arc . 

I 
Nacelle positions tested 

Nacelle indicated height above 
midlength 

by 

location- 
or below wing chord lzine 

~ (percent c) 
(percent c) 

Symmetrical Lower Upper 
0.5> 0 -m-B --mm 

I 

0 -B-B m--m 
0 - - - - - - - - 
0 0.32 ---- 
0 -mm- --mm 
0 ---- ---- 

.4 0 B--B --mm 

14. . 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -s-s -s-s I 

s-s- --mm -B-B mm-- .14 0.14 s-w- --mm -B-B --Mm 

- 
I 0 -13 -15 

I 

..-. .- 

_. - 

. 

. 
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TABLE II.- .FENCE TARE-DRAG COEFFICIENTS 

(a) Rectangular wing models, all Mach numbers tested 

Aspect ratio I Fence tare-drag coefficient I 

1 0.0066 
l-5 .0044 
2 .0033 

z 
.0022'. 
.OOl? 

(b) Tapered wing model, Mach numbers as noted 

I Aspect ratio 1 F ence tare-drag coefficient I 

2. 0.0050 M, 0.6 to 0.98 
.0059 1.02 M, 
.0066 M; 1.06 to 1.10 

NOTE : Changes in angle of attack had negligible 
effect on fence tare-drag coefficients. 

11 

. 

, 
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\ 
I 

Aspecf rufio 

0 iI+ Symmeffkul 
posit/on 

Upper posifion 

0 iI+ 0 
Lower posifion 

Leading edge 

-1. 

i- 
0.229 fl 

13 

Are@ of Nacs/fe 
AsPecf Sem$PQn semispffn /engfh 

Naceiie 

fafio 
midlength 

sg ff ff /oca fion, % c 

/ ( 0.250 0. /25 0.554 0.5 
I.5 I 0.375 0.187 0.679 0.4 

2 0.500 0.250 0.784 0.4 
3 0.750 0.375 0.961 0.4 

1 4 1 i.000 1 0.500 1 i.108 1 0.4 

Figure L-P/on forms and dimensions of the recfanguhr wings and fyp/cu/ nacelle 
posr”t/on/ng. 
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.- -- 
1, 

\A 
7.229 

. 

3- _. I--- 

Note: A/l dimensions In feet. 

Figure 2.-P/an form ond dimensions of #be tapered wing ond note//e. 
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ORDINATES OF-THE NACELLE 

X D d 
Distance 

along OutsIde Thct 
center line. diameter diameter 

Percent L Percent L Percent L 

ll.j2 
.12.41 

12.76 
13. 7 

J? 
;;:42 
13.45 
13m45 
13.4 
13.2 3 

.;,': g 

12.4-l 
1260 
11.4 2 

t 
Linear 
taper 

1 
9.03 

15 

figure 3.- Cross-sectional view ond ordlnofes of the nacelle. ’ 

- 
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(a) Nacelle mounted in the 
lower posftion. 

(b) Nacelle mounted in the 
upper position. 

(c) Nacelles mounted in the symmetrical position. 

Figure 4 .-Photographs of as&o-b ratio 2 wings~~&LthnaceUes mounted in 
the lower, upper, and aymnetrical positions. 

. 
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c 

. 

. 

3.2 

3.1 

3.0 

2.9 

2.8 

2.7 

2.6 

2.5 
co 
5 2.4 

2 2.3 

2.2 

2. / 

2.0 

I. 9 

/. 8 

I. 7 

/. 6 

I.5 
. 6 .7 .8 .9 I.0 

Moth number, M . 

Figure 5.- The vorhh’on of Reynolds number with Moth number 
for fhe rcctongu/or and the topered wings. 
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f0 

5 
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i 
A4 
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3 -89 
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.f 

-90 

.9a 

.90 
L- 

-- ----- 

/5 /5 

10 10 

5 5 

0 0 

:. 
-60 3 

-60 
-60 

2 

1.5 
1 

80 90 100 f/O I20 

Bump sfof/on, Inches 

/a) Rectangular wings. 

Figure 6.- jrypico/ Mach number confours over fhe fransonic bump 

in /he Ames lb-foot high-speed wind funnS/. 
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f5 
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5 

0 
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I5 

10 

5 

0 

. . 59 
. 

/ 
/’ !. . 

80 so 100 I/O /PO 
Bump station, inches 

- 

16 J Tapered wing 

Figure 6.-Conchtied. 

19 
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